The scientific method in empirical sciences

I You observe a phenomenon and you want to be able to predict things about said
penomenon: when will it happen next, with what magnitude, and so on.
I You make a falsifiable hypothesis to predict what you want to predict.
I You check the hypothesis via an experiment.
I If hypothesis in confirmed, the hypothesis stands for now and it is upgraded to theory.
I If the hypothesis is falsified, go back and come up with a new hypothesis.
I At some moment in the future, chances are, new observations will falsify the ”standing”
theory.
I At that moment, the cycle observation→hypothesis→theory starts again.

The scientific method is similar to diagnosis

I A patient comes in with symptoms (observations).
I You come up with a hypothesis, in the form of a probable disease.
I You run further tests to confirm or falsify your hypothesis: blood, imaging, palpation, and
so on.
I The hypothesis is either falsified (you do not have a diagnosis) or confirmed (you do have
a diagnosis).

Example of a theory
Gibbs theory of the Canonical Ensemble.

I Josiah Gibbs developed the theory of the Canonical Ensemble.
I The theory can be applied to hypothesised energy configurations for the hemoglobin
molecule.
I When we measure the oxygen adsorption with the calculated one, we see that the model
works.

The exponential function 1
An exponential growth process is one in which the rate of increase of a quantity is proportional
to the present value of that quantity.
Examples:
I the growth of bacteria in a rich nutrient medium.
I the growth of infected persons by a virus.
Say the number of infected people increases each month with the rate r=50%. If at time zero
the number of infected people is y0 , after n months the number of infected people is
yn = y0 (1 + r )n Question: if there are 100 cases at day one, how many will there be after one
year? A: 12900. If we divide the time period of one month into N different time intervals, the
growth equation becomes: h
N in
yn = y0 (1 + Nr )Nn = yn = y0 1 + Nr
N
We know that 1 + Nr
→ e r , when N → ∞: Calculus aka Mathematical analysis.

The exponential function 2
y (n) = y0 e rn . What is n? n is the number of arbitrary units of time. For example 300, 000s.
Therefore we can replace n with the actual time.
y (t) = y0 e rt
The function y (t) is a solution of the following differential equation:
d
rt
rt
dt (e ) = re
d
dt y (t) = ry (t)
Every time the growth rate of a quantity is proportional to the magnitude of that quantity the
solution to the above differential equation is an exponential function.
The argument in the exponential function can also be negative and then we have an
exponential decay described by
y (t) = y0 e −rt
The exponential decay is used to describe the nuclear decay of a radioactive sample.

Puzzle

A new virus has been detected in Germany. Assume that all cases are accounted for and the
growth of infected persons is exponential. The time elapsed from patient zero (N=1) to
N=1000 cases is 30 days. Find out how long it will take from now on to have 1 million cases.
What does the result mean in terms of public health measures when a pandemic hits?
Q: Knowing that all viruses spread exponentially when it is the appropriate moment to take so
called ”non pharmaceutical interventions” (lockdown, distancing, cancelling crowded events) in
the case of a highly contagious, lethal virus? At what number of infections?

Log plot or log paper

Take the logarithm of the growth equation: y (t) = y0 e rt .
ln(y (t)) = ln(y0 ) + rt
ln(y0 ) is a constant. If we plot ln(y (t)) vs. t we get a line whose slope is r , the growth rate.

Log plot or log paper 2

Log plot Covid19 cases Country A

Log plot Covid19 cases Country B

The exponential growth cannot go on forever

I The exponential growth cannot go on forever. There are limits on food supply, population
size, and so on.
I For example, even though the number of infected people grows exponentially, the total
number of infected people cannot be more than 7 billion.
I The equation that describes the exponential growth and then flattening is called the
logistic equation.

The graph of the logistic equation

Order of magnitude

This material is from Chapter one of University Physics, openstax:
https://openstax.org/details/books/university-physics-volume-1
The order of magnitude of a number is the power of 10 that most closely approximates it.
Thus, the order of magnitude refers to the scale (or size) of a value. Each power of 10
represents a different order of magnitude. For example, 101 , 102 , 103 , and so forth, are all
different orders of magnitude, as are 100 = 1, 10−1 , 10−2 , and 10−3 .
Take the base-10 logarithm of the number and round it to the nearest integer, then the order
of magnitude of the number is simply the resulting power of 10. For example, the order of
magnitude of 800 is 103 because log10 (800) ≈ 2.903, which rounds to 3.
Play around https://openstaxcollege.org/l/21scaleuniv to see the order of magntude of various
objects.

Order of magnitude examples. Ch. 1, University Physics

Quantities and units

We define a physical quantity either by specifying how it is measured or by stating how it is
calculated from other measurements. For example, we might define distance and time by
specifying methods for measuring them, such as using a meter stick and a stopwatch. Then,
we could define average speed by stating that it is calculated as the total distance traveled
divided by time of travel. Measurements of physical quantities are expressed in terms of units,
which are standardized values. For example, the length of a race, which is a physical quantity,
can be expressed in units of meters (for sprinters) or kilometers (for distance runners).1
km
Puzzle: A car runs at 70 km
h . Convert the car speed from h to The brake reaction time is
somewhere between 0.7s and 3s. Taking a brake reaction time of 1s calculate the distance the
car travels before the driver steps on the brake.

1 University

Physics vol.1 chapter 1, www.openstax.com

Dimensional analysis
Any physical quantity has dimension a combination of the dimensions of the following base
quantities:
Base Quantity
Symbol for dimension
length
L
mass
M
time
T
current
I
thermodynamic temperature θ
amount of substance
N
luminous intensity
J
The dimension of any physical quantity can be written as La M b T c I d θe N f J g
For example for velocity ( distance
time ) a = 1 and c = −1.

Dimensional analysis examples & Further reading

Find the period of oscilaltion of a pendulum at length l.
The solution is shown in the document titled ”Dimensional analysis examples”
Further reading:
I youtube 07 - What is an Exponential Function? (Exponential Growth, Decay Graphing) :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= rKZHpfrAuY
I youtube 14 - What is Euler’s Number ’e’, Ln(x) - Natural Log e x Functions? :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MQGrGvRDlE
I University Physics, vol. 1, www.openstax.org
I Dimensional analysis examples, a pdf loaded on the intranet with two solved problems

